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Laminated
Gothic Rafters

...another quality
product from

Rigidply Rafters

When Strength,
Economical Space

and beauty
are combined...

86’x240’ FI

Our laminated rafters are stronger than ordinary nailed rafters because of our uniquefinger joint system The wood is joined one piece to another, along with our unique
finger joint and glue system This equalizes strain and gives uniform load distribution
and strength over total length of rafter Laminated rafters when erected in position,
distribute roof load directly to foundation The arch is aesthetically pleasing for many
types of construction and provides more efficient utilization of space

Let us talk over your requirements
The relative economy of one roofing system over another
depends on your own specific job requirements. At Rigidply
we have a great variety of laminated and conventional roofing
systems available to meet your needs. Along with this product
selection, all hardware and heels necessary to erect your
building are supplied with your shipment. Delivenes are plan-
ned to meet your working schedule and crane service is avail-
able for faster delivery and erection to save you time, work
and money. We also guarantee all rafters against material
defect and workmanship to insure you of your investment.
Rigidply rafters result In a stronger and better looking build-
ing, too.
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and WOOD ROOF TRUSSES

701 E. Linden St- RICHLAND. PA 17087

REE STAILL BARN

Free Stall Housing Barn

Bank Barn

Rigidply laminated arch design, we believe, is the best for more air flow which contri-
butes to the life ofthe bam or structure The key to this is our continuous ridge ventila-
tion system, which allows air flow throughout the barn Air enters at the heel area and
continues a natural flow of air to the top of the roof The ridge vent which is located at
the topof the roof is designed to be most effective with minimum air obstruction creat-
ing a chimney effect of drawing bad airoutand fresh clean air in The roof vent opening
is designed to protect theopening from elements such as ram and snow The
result is a better building for your needs and a healthier environment for your valued
livestock and yourself. Another outstanding feature or advantage with having your
building constructed of Rigidply Laminated Gothic Rafters is that there is very little
place for bird roosting and nesting. This is very important in helping to keep a clean and
desirable place to work on a day to day basis, which means satisfaction
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With a Rigidply Rafter’s
Laminated Gothic Arch build-
ing, you get versatility,
economy and quality. First, all
of the Gothic Arch buildings’
floor space is useful thanks to
the arch’s high, clear span
design. Second, the attractive
arches have a shape that
naturally resists wind and
snow loads in order to provide
you with more building area
for your money. Third, our
Gothic Arches are manufactur-
ed with structurally graded
wood and bonded together
with a waterproof phenol
resorcinal glue. Our trained
staff closely monitors the
temperature, moisture content,
relative humidity and pressure
of our manufacture process to
insure that your next Gothic
Arch building order will give
you many years of service.

For small and large dairy operations to help minimize condensation, making the barn
healthier for your animals. Raised heel and ridge vent helps air flow to improve natural air
ventilation. Ventilation is most important for your free stall barn

For hay and equipment storage above cattle, Rigidply mechanically glued laminated
rafters provide a clear span from floor to ndge. No posts or braces necessary All of
the inside area is useful, yet your building has maximum resistance to winds and snow

Fully guaranteed,
the perfect shape and
accurate size of every
Rigidply Gothic Arch
results in a strong
beautiful building in
which you can take
much pride for many
years to come.
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